
ABSTRACT 

 

Submitted thesis follows up clowning as phenomenon that can be approached in 

different ways and understood from different points of view. The perspective depends 

on a theoretical base and methodological tools, including a conceptual apparatus. 

Because the viewpoint of the phenomenon is the core of submitted theses, I have 

decided to use as a methodological tool discoursive analysis, particularly bakhtinian 

analysis.  

Theoretical background is provided by Mikhail Bakhtin´s theories and concepts 

(dialogism, heteroglossia, speech genres) and Julia Kristeva´s theory of intertextuality 

(that was inspired by bakhtinian thinking). One of key terms of this theses is the 

concept of transgression which relates to supposition that transgression is one of 

principal features of clowning.  

The theses submits confrontation of two different approaches to the 

phenomenon of clowning. First one is provided by structuralist model by Paul Bouissac. 

Bouissac describes clowning as an abstract system, relatively static and closed code, 

which is builded of stabilized signs. His conception presents clowning as a phenomenon 

firmly tied up with the circus structure. Although Bouissac defines transgression as  

a characteristic feature of clowning, from his point of view is this transgression limited 

by borders of circus. Crossing the border line of circus is one of the goals of the 

submitted thesis. 

The second (alternative) viewpoint presents clowning as a dynamical 

phenomenon that is entagled in the intertextual web of social and culture universe.  

I would like to show that topos of clowning is incorporated in the wider social and 

cultural context, and that it is not limited by circus structure. Clowning is thus analysed 

and interpreted in the light of intertextuality and concept of dialogism as was mentioned 

above. As a practical demonstration of clowning in non-circus context is presented 

Samuel Beckett´s drama Waiting for Godot. It´s relation to clowning traditional circus 

stereotypes, the concequences of this connection, the interpretation of this piece in the 

light of the theory of transgression, the connection between clowning and the nature of 

the theatre of the absurd – all of it makes the content of this part of theses striving to 

present and construe clowning as an intertextual phenomenon. 

 


